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WELCOM
E TO

Leading the Pack for 30 Years
Timberwolf specialises in the manufacture of professional wood chippers and shredders. We have come a long way
since our first chipper was introduced over 30 years ago. Today, and over 12,000 machines later, Timberwolf has
succeeded in becoming the largest seller of commercial wood chippers in the UK and continues to grow globally.

unparalleled experience and value for money
With our innovative research and design process we continue to set new levels of performance and quality within
the industry. Leading performance and highest residual value makes Timberwolf the undisputed best value for
money machine in the market.

the Wolves are out there…
Timberwolf provides the highest quality of service through a committed dealership network throughout the UK and
Europe. All of our dealers are able to provide local expert advice and support, quickly and efficiently, as and when
required.

timberwolf-uk.com
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‘From your first enquiry through to delivery and after sales
service, we’ll ensure you receive the best support for your

timberwolf throughout its long life.’
5

Meet the tIMberWoLF PACk

Customer team
We take pride in our ability to provide customers with the best
service and support to meet all individual needs. We understand that
each piece of machinery is a vital source of income and has to
perform a critical function for you and therefore needs to perform
reliably and consistently throughout its life.

Proud heritage and experience
Passionate about British manufacturing, all Timberwolf products are
designed, built and tested in our UK factory. We are proud to have
sold more machines than any other brand available in the UK to date,
our experience is second to none. Our growth plans are to build on
this experience and success to support even more Timberwolf
customers in the UK, Europe and rest of the World.

Continuous Improvement
The Timberwolf team embraces a continuous improvement culture in
everything that we do. Superbly engineered and built for purpose,
the Timberwolf range of chippers and shredders have evolved
through customer feedback and our consistent attention to design
and detail. 
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support network•
Timberwolf have a complete network of distributors and dealer partners across the
UK and Europe who are able to provide local support and the best access to parts
for all of our customers. 

timberwolf Finance•
A comprehensive range of reliable & transparent finance options available to suit
the specific needs of your business.* 

3 Year timberwolf Warranty•
All Timberwolf parts and accessories come with peace of mind built in. Our
no-nonsense warranty is your guarantee and ensures your Timberwolf product
does not let you down. 

designed For Performance•
Perfectly balanced between speed, power and function, a result achieved following
30 years of progressive engineering. Every Timberwolf is designed to optimise
performance delivery between the engine and chipping mechanism. Products are
tested throughout development with external users before the final product is
released.

timberwolf Power•
Carefully selected engines such as Kubota, Honda, Briggs & Stratton and Hatz are
chosen to ensure power and reliability match all applications and budgets.

Feed Funnel design•
Industry leading feed funnel size means less snedding and faster chipping making
your work faster and easier. 

built to Last•
Our modular design makes maintenance and servicing quick and easy, saving you
time and money. 

timberwolf-uk.com

tIMberWoLF PoInts oF exCeLLenCe

*Not available in all countries. For further details, contact your local Dealer.
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FeAture overvIeW

reversible blades
Twice the blade life – convenient grinding indication
for end of life.

Adjustable discharge
Simple chip management.

non Latching reverse
Convenient feed functionality of awkwardly shaped
brash. 

Quadforce rollers
Horizontal hydraulic rollers for ultimate crushing
and feed power.

Wolfport
Quick & easy access to the blades and rotor housing.

Grease port
Maintenance made easy - convenient central
greasing for all bearings.
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Whether you consider yourself to be a Timberwolf connoisseur or are
simply a keen arborist, we welcome enthusiasts near and far to join
the Timberwolf owners club – and the faster you join us, the faster
you’ll reap the many benefits available as a member.

The club is not only the best source of industry and product news but
serves all members with a pool of additional information and
support. You’ll gain plenty of opportunities socially too, what better
way to meet like-minded enthusiasts?

oWners CLub

be first to find out about new models,•
upgrades and industry updates 

receive vIP passes and invitations to national•
and regional events

Meet and exchange experiences with like-•
minded professionals at industry events

receive the timberwolf bi-annual newsletter•
for timberwolf owners

regular competitions to win free sets of•
blades for your machine

unique timberwolf owners merchandise•

Annual invite to factory tour in stowmarket•

owners club benefits include:

timberwolf-uk.com
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deALer netWork
Timberwolf are extremely proud of our network of Authorised
Dealers and Distributors who sell and service our products within
the UK and around Europe. Each partner has significant experience
within the Tree Care, Landscaping, Hire, Estate and Infrastructure
industries. With this experienced partnership network, you will
always get expert help – whether you are choosing a new product or
bringing your existing machine in for repair or service. 

All of our Authorised Dealers and Distributors are supported and
trained by Timberwolf directly and your local dealer is on hand
throughout the life of your machine to ensure complete lifetime
confidence. 

Your Timberwolf dealer doesn’t just help you choose the right
machine, they also walk you through the features and controls until
you are completely comfortable with how your Timberwolf works.
They will also keep you machine running like new with a
maintenance plan that is tailored to your exact requirements - visit
our website for details of your nearest dealer.



TW 160PH

ROAD TOWABLE PETROL HYDRAULIC CHIPPERS
COMPACT, STRONG AND FAST
HYDRAULIC CHIPPER

6”(152MM ) CUTTING 
PERFORMANCE
3.5 TONNES PER HOUR
22HP HONDA ENGINE
608KG TOWING WEIGHT

FEATURES
2 X QUICK ACCESS DOUBLE-SIDED•
REVERSIBLE BLADES
160MM X 160MM FEED OPENING•
AVERAGE CHIP SIZE 14.9MM•
280° ADJUSTABLE DISCHARGE•

the best things come in small packages. 
If you’re just starting out as a landscaper you want a
capable chipper that doesn’t break the bank - or your
rear axle. You want a lightweight, easy-to-manoeuvre
machine that is simple to service and that can take on
some serious jobs.

For convenient use there are remote greasing points and
in-feed controls on both sides of the feed tray. The funnel
also has an open top to help you feed awkward branches.
This machine is deceptively capable, light, well designed,
powerful and such good value. Arrange a demonstration
today, you’ll be impressed.

10 timberwolf-uk.com



‘Impressive speed and
performance from such

a compact machine’ 11
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EMISSIONS FRIENDLY
Europe’s best-selling sub 750kg chipper now
comes with a 37HP Briggs & Stratton Vanguard
V Twin petrol engine or a 32.5HP Kubota
WG972 as an option. Both deliver the same
class leading Timberwolf performance,
reliability and efficiency.  

If you need to work in metropolitan city centres
such as London or Paris, this is the perfect
machine for you as petrol products are not
currently affected by the new Emissions
Directive (EU) 2106/1628.

TW 230PAHB
ROAD TOWABLE PETROL HYDRAULIC CHIPPERS

61⁄3” (160MM) CUTTING 
PERFORMANCE
5 TONNES PER HOUR
37HP B&S VANGUARD V TWIN
PETROL ENGINE

FEATURES
2 X QUICK ACCESS DOUBLE-SIDED•
REVERSIBLE BLADES
230MM X 160MM FEED OPENING•
QUAD FORCE ROLLERS•
280° ADJUSTABLE DISCHARGE•
AVERAGE CHIP SIZE 18MM•
32.5HP KUBOTA WG972 WATER COOLED•
ENGINE OPTION AVAILABLE
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‘diesel performance, petrol power’
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TW 280PHB
ROAD TOWABLE PETROL HYDRAULIC CHIPPERS

CLASS LEADING
PETROL
PERFORMANCE81⁄4  ” (210MM) CUTTING

PERFORMANCE
6.5 TONNES PER HOUR
57HP KUBOTA PETROL ENGINE

FEATURES
2 X QUICK ACCESS DOUBLE-SIDED•
REVERSIBLE BLADES
280MM X 210MM FEED OPENING•
QUAD FORCE ROLLERS•
280° ADJUSTABLE DISCHARGE•
AVERAGE CHIP SIZE 19.5MM•

The bigger brother of the 230PAHB.  Even faster
and even stronger, the TW 280PHB is powered by
a Kubota 57HP WG1605 4 CYL. engine that
delivers simply outstanding performance. With a
huge infeed, this 8” chipper can process wood
faster than it can be fed.

More wolf, zero emissions hassle - perfect for
the demanding city jobs you face.

kubota WG1605 Ajustable towhead option2 x quick access reversible blades
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‘the petrol wolf with
a bigger appetite’
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61⁄3” (160MM)  CUTTING 
PERFORMANCE
5 TONNES PER HOUR
35HP KUBOTA DIESEL ENGINE
749KG TOWING WEIGHT

timberwolf-uk.com

TW 230DHB

FEATURES
2 X QUICK ACCESS DOUBLE-SIDED•
REVERSIBLE BLADES
230MM X 160MM FEED OPENING•
QUAD FORCE ROLLERS•
SUB 750KG TOWING WEIGHT•
280° ADJUSTABLE DISCHARGE•
AVERAGE CHIP SIZE 18MM•

ROAD TOWABLE DIESEL HYDRAULIC CHIPPER

THE LEADER OF THE PACK

     

2 x quick access reversible blades Class leading 230mm x 160mm
feed opening

Quad force rollers, 300kg of
pressure

Today’s professional arborist is under pressure to
get the work done as quickly as possible with
minimal fuss, so a chipper with an exceptional work-
rate, being strong and powerful enough to take
everything thrown at it without complaint is always
top of the requirement list. With these demands,
uptime is also paramount so quick and easy
servicing schedules and clear access to all service
items were also part of the design brief. 

Spec for spec, no other make of chipper can offer
you so much performance, serviceability, longevity
and ultimate resale value. This is a rock solid,
reliable, high performance 6” wood chipper at a
sensible price.
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‘Unbeatable performance - Best in Class’
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FEATURES
2 X QUICK ACCESS DOUBLE-SIDED•
REVERSIBLE BLADES
280MM X  210MM FEED OPENING   •
QUAD FORCE ROLLERS•
280° ADJUSTABLE DISCHARGE•
AVERAGE CHIP SIZE 19.5MM•

TW 280TDHB is nothing short of outstanding. It is built to tackle the
toughest of jobs with minimal maintenance. Bigger and stronger, yet
it’s still easy to use. 

The TW 280TDHB has an extra-wide feed funnel and open top
section to provide better visibility and ease of feeding. It has a wider
in-feed aperture (280mm x 210mm) which is bigger in overall area
than the nearest rival. Designed with the operator in mind, whether
it’s the additional safety controls such as the reverse feed rollers
overriding the stop bar or the carefully positioned air filter intakes to
draw in cool, dust-free air. The devil really is in the detail!   

81⁄4  ” (210MM) CUTTING 
PERFORMANCE
6.5 TONNES PER HOUR
45HP KUBOTA DIESEL ENGINE

TW 280TDHB

ROAD TOWABLE DIESEL HYDRAULIC CHIPPER

timberwolf-uk.com

THE WOLF WITH THE BIGGER APPETITE
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‘A faster stronger machine
for the most demanding

arborists’
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The TW 350DHB(t) goes the extra mile, so you
can take on those bigger jobs without stretching
your budget, staff, vehicles, or storage space.

Using a blend of rugged design, intuitive
technology and compact construction, this
model offers performance and sustainability.
Able to process up to 12 tonnes of material per
hour, it has all of the popular features found on
Timberwolf chippers.  

In addition, it also has a 360 degree positive lock
slew ring turntable which allows operators to
work safely, especially on busy roads. Confined
spaces and difficult sites are much easier to
cope with as the turntable allows you to change
work positions without moving the chipper or
towing vehicle.

EVERYTHING AND MORE YOU COULD
ASK FOR FROM A CHIPPER

FEATURES
2 X QUICK ACCESS DOUBLE-SIDED•
REVERSIBLE BLADES
350MM X 230MM FEED OPENING•
QUAD FORCE ROLLERS•
SINGLE AXLE - COMPACT AND EASY•
TO MANOEUVRE
280° ADJUSTABLE DISCHARGE•
AVERAGE CHIP SIZE 19.35MM•

ROAD TOWABLE DIESEL HYDRAULIC CHIPPERS

9”(230MM ) CUTTING 
PERFORMANCE
12 TONNES PER HOUR
64HP HATZ DIESEL ENGINE
360° TURNTABLE

TW 350DHB(t)
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‘outstanding performance whichever way you turn’



61⁄3” (160MM)  CUTTING PERFORMANCE
5 TONNES PER HOUR
35HP KUBOTA DIESEL ENGINE
VARIABLE WIDTH TRACKING SYSTEM

TW 230VTR

22 timberwolf-uk.com

TRACKED HYDRAULIC CHIPPERS

FEATURES              

We have taken the opportunity to design in more strength, more performance
and better ergonomics making the Timberwolf TW 230VTR, bigger, stronger and
faster than anything else available in its class.

This chipper is a contractor’s dream and can do it all, whether it’s chipping or
tracking to site, the machine is ruthlessly efficient at getting the job done.

Large tracks and powerful track motors get this chipper into the most remote
locations. Add to this performance the competitive price and this all-round
chipper will work hard for your business year after year making the TW 230VTR
a wise investment for your business. 

2 X QUICK ACCESS DOUBLE-SIDED•
REVERSIBLE BLADES
230MM X 160MM FEED OPENING•
QUAD FORCE ROLLERS•
VARIABLE WIDTH TRACKS 0.81M TO 1.3M •
2 SPEED TRACKING 2.5 KPH & 5KPH •
FOLD AWAY RIDE ON PLATFORM•
DETACHABLE FEED FUNNEL•
280° ADJUSTABLE DISCHARGE•
AVERAGE CHIP SIZE 18MM•

A TOUGH MACHINE FOR TOUGH JOBS
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‘A variable width machine
with unmatched

performance’



81⁄4  ” (210MM) CUTTING
PERFORMANCE
6.5 TONNES PER HOUR
45HP KUBOTA DIESEL ENGINE
2 SPEED TRACKING SYSTEM

24

TRACKED HYDRAULIC CHIPPERS

timberwolf-uk.com

TW 280TFTR

FEATURES
2 X QUICK ACCESS DOUBLE-SIDED•
REVERSIBLE BLADES
280MM X  210MM FEED OPENING   •
QUAD FORCE ROLLERS•
280° ADJUSTABLE DISCHARGE•
AVERAGE CHIP SIZE 19.5MM•

       

There are times when the terrain is rough.
Not just awkward or uneven, but seriously
off-road. You need to get the chipper to the
job, not bring the job to the chipper.

If you’re looking for the ground-covering
performance and the outstanding efficiency
you’ve come to expect from Timberwolf, the
TW 280TFTR 8” tracked chipper will get in
and get the job done. There’s also
Timberwolf’s legendary ‘no-stress’ auto-feed
control for smooth operation, combined with
a heavier rotor giving added inertia to get
the job done quicker.

TW 280TFTR has a low vibration and
ergonomically designed ride-on platform for
ultimate comfort and safety. It has a two-
speed tracking system, low speed gear to
negotiate difficult terrain and a higher speed
gear to cover distance efficiently. Both
speeds are infinitely variable with a
conveniently mounted engine throttle. It has
a ground clearance of 245mm to tackle
uneven surface and smooth running tracks
together with a low centre of gravity
enhancing stability on different gradients. In
short, it will get you there safely and fast! 

EVERYTHING YOU’D EXPECT AND MORE
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‘A ‘go-anywhere’ tracked chipper with excellent off-road performance’
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TRACKED HYDRAULIC CHIPPERS

timberwolf-uk.com

FEATURES
2 X QUICK ACCESS DOUBLE-SIDED•
REVERSIBLE BLADES
280MM X  210MM FEED OPENING•
QUAD FORCE ROLLERS   •
OPERATOR RIDE ON PLATFORM•
OPTIONAL WINCH•
280° ADJUSTABLE DISCHARGE•
AVERAGE CHIP SIZE 19.5MM•

TW 280TVGTR
Our renowned 280 performance now with the
ability to move the tracks in and out, raise the
height of the machine off the ground and alter
the angle at which it sits, Wolftrack®makes
tackling difficult ground conditions easy. 

The variable tracking system features heavy-
duty twin arms supporting each track, with
dynamic control over track width, ground
clearance and machine tilt angle, giving you
greater control and comfort, particularly
whilst navigating uneven and sloping ground.

MAXIMUM VERSATILITY FOR
OPTIMUM ACCESS 

81⁄4  ” (210MM) CUTTING
PERFORMANCE
6.5 TONNES PER HOUR
45HP KUBOTA DIESEL ENGINE
WOLFTRACK® VARIABLE TRACKING
SYSTEM
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‘the wolf with the bigger
appetite just got better’



Small and robust, this chipper boasts a
fast work rate in a class of its own. It is
designed to have a working life in excess
of 10 years even when used in the
incredibly demanding hire industry. This
machine is safe to operate, easy to move,

boasts a fast work rate and in this price
bracket is in a class of its own. 

Powered by an efficient Honda 13HP petrol
engine it is designed to work all day, every day
with low running costs. Its impressive chipping
ability and 75mm (3”) cutting performance
makes it a superb chipper far more capable
than its size suggests. A gravity feed chipper
which uses a very strong self-feed action
produced by the ‘positive blade feed’
incorporated in the feed funnel and blade
design to make infeed grip exceptional. 

TW 13/75G

28 timberwolf-uk.com

‘A powerful workhorse
ideal for big jobs in small
spaces’

GRAVITY CHIPPERS

FEATURES 
EASY TO MANOEUVRE•
POSITIVE BLADE FEED•
SOLID OR PNEUMATIC TYRES•
EASY TO MAINTAIN•

‘A superb, cost efficient, rugged small chipper
perfect for hire, landscape and diy’3” (75MM) CUTTING

PERFORMANCE
0.75 TONNES PER HOUR
13HP HONDA PETROL ENGINE



An ideal chipper for blossoming small
businesses. The TW 18/100G is a versatile
machine suited to many applications. It
possesses a ‘positive blade feed’ action,
large feed funnel and low centre of
gravity. It has the ability to quickly process

100mm (4”) diameter material at up to 1.5
tonnes per hour to get the job done. The

18/100G e/s has an electric start engine and
recoil start back-up.

Despite its size, this chipper is a commercial
machine and can work all day, every day for its
lifetime and when the time is right for you to
upgrade, it will have retained a high residual
value.

Established as the ideal machine for tree
surgeons in the early stages of their business
development, anyone looking to invest in their
first chipper would be wise to take a closer look. 

‘this chipper is a
commercial machine and
can work all day, every
day for years’

TW 18/100G

FEATURES 
POSITIVE BLADE FEED•
ELECTRIC START•
EASY TO MAINTAIN•
OUR LIGHTEST ROAD TOWABLE•
MACHINE

29

‘undoubtably, the best gravity feed
chipper on the market’

4” (100MM) CUTTING
PERFORMANCE
1.5 TONNES PER HOUR
18HP BRIGGS & STRATTON
PETROL ENGINE
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this is a versatile 4” chipper for a council,
golf course or farmer, suitable to work with
any small tractor or power unit (18-40hp).
With a low centre of gravity, easy tow

chassis and good ground clearance this
machine has a positive blade feed action and

large feed funnel as well as the ability to
quickly process 75mm to 100mm (3”- 4”)

diameter material at up to 1.5 tonnes per hour.  

The PTO/100G has been designed for use by the
medium to large estate and landscape gardener
who has access to a compact tractor with a 6-
spline 540rpm power-take-off shaft. The machine
is fitted to a ‘slow speed’ chassis and does not
require the use of the three-point linkage. 

‘An ideal companion
suited to your estate life’

timberwolf-uk.com

FEATURES
3-POINT LINKAGE NOT REQUIRED•
POSITIVE BLADE FEED•

4” (100MM) CUTTING
PERFORMANCE
1.5 TONNES PER HOUR 
FOR TRACTORS 18HP TO 40HP

PTO CHIPPERS

TW PTO/100G
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the timberwolf tW Pto/150h with
emphasis on exceptional crushing power
gives the ultimate chipping efficiency,
perfect for landowners, estates and golf
clubs. 

This PTO chipper with self-contained
hydraulic system delivers a superb chipping

performance. The chipper will fit onto any
tractors fitted with a 6-spline 540rpm PTO shaft,

Category 1 linkage and a 12 volt 7 pin lighting
socket. The fully self-contained hydraulics does not
rely on the tractors hydraulics. The TW PTO/150H is
ideally suited to tractors from 25hp to 60hp. This
chipper will easily tackle branches from 125mm (5”)
to 152mm (6”) depending on tractor horsepower.

The sleek design of the TW PTO/150H is a perfect
match to sit behind a compact tractor and short
enough to manoeuvre with ease.

‘A perfect match for your
compact tractor’

FEATURES
SELF-CONTAINED HYDRAULICS•
AUTO FEED CONTROL•

6” (152MM) CUTTING
PERFORMANCE
4 TONNES PER HOUR 
FOR TRACTORS 25HP TO 60HP

TW PTO/150H
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MULTI-PURPOSE SHREDDERS

Designed to meet the demand for a heavy duty,
versatile, professional shredder, the TW S426TDHB has
been specifically designed for councils, landscapers,
waste management contractors and anyone with a
commercial sized waste problem.

Bulky and awkward material is drawn effortlessly into
the huge feed funnel by the ‘oversize’ feed roller,
through the large infeed 426mm (163⁄4”) x 230mm (9”).

From here the 18 heavy duty forged steel hammers that
are designed to work in harsh conditions, process
material which is then ejected through the high volume
directional discharge with boosted ‘air-assist’.

Processing is monitored and controlled by the electronic
auto- feed device, with ‘auto back-off’, to give
consistent performance.

18 HEAVY DUTY FORGED STEEL•
HAMMERS 
LARGE IN FEED CAPACITY•
426MM (16 3⁄4”) x 230MM (9”)
IDEAL FOR PALLETS•
HIGH EFFICIENCY SHREDDING•
SYSTEM WITH ‘ANTI-WRAP’ DESIGN
‘AIR-ASSIST’ DISCHARGE –•
ROTATES THROUGH 280°
FEED FUNNEL SAFETY CURTAINS•

TW S426TDHB A PERFECT SOLUTION FOR EFFECTIVE RECYCLING AND VOLUME REDUCTION

3 TONNES PER HOUR
45HP KUBOTA TURBO DIESEL ENGINE

timberwolf-uk.com

FEATURES
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With all the performance and advantages of the TW S426TDHB road tow version, the ‘go-anywhere’
ability of the TW S426TFTR makes short work of clearing sites that are difficult to get to or work on.
Roadside and motorway scrub clearance become effective with this amazing shredder. Maximum
versatility and performance in one machine.

FEATURES
18 HEAVY DUTY FORCGED STEEL HAMMERS•
LARGE IN FEED CAPACITY 426MM (16 3⁄4”) x•
230MM (9”)
TOTAL WEIGHT 1840KG

OPERATOR RIDE ON PLATFORM•
‘AIR-ASSIST’ DISCHARGE – ROTATES•
THROUGH 280°
FEED FUNNEL SAFETY CURTAINS•

FEATURES
18 HEAVY DUTY FORCED STEEL HAMMERS •
LARGE IN FEED CAPACITY 426MM (16 3⁄4”)•
x 230MM (9”)
TOTAL WEIGHT 1260KG•
‘AIR-ASSIST’ DISCHARGE – ROTATES•
THROUGH 280°
FEED FUNNEL SAFETY CURTAINS•

TW S426TFTR stunning
‘go-anywhere’
performance

3 TONNES PER HOUR
45HP KUBOTA TURBO DIESEL ENGINE

        

A PTO version of the popular S426 multi-purpose shredder. Aimed at tractors in the 80hp to
115hp range and fitted with 1,000rpm PTO, category 2, 3-point linkage and 12volt electrical
supply, the TW PTO S426 is a valuable, cost effective option for operators needing a shredder to
run from a tractor.

Unlike some PTO shredders, this Timberwolf shredder is completely self-contained with the
Timberwolf Auto Feed Control combined with Auto Back Off and its own hydraulic oil tank. Most
local authorities and contractors will be able to utilise this shredder with their existing tractors,
keeping costs to a minimum and equipment utilised to a maximum.

TW PTO S426 3 TONNES PER HOUR
FOR TRACTORS 80HP TO  115HP
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SPECIFICATIONS

*Actual true size of opening, through which material can pass.  Other manufacturers may list overall dimensions, including rollers.timberwolf-uk.com

ModeL
(a) = WITH ADJUSTABLE TOWHEAD enGIne FueL tAnk CAPACItY WeIGht LenGth - tray up/down WIdth heIGht MAx. dIA. InFeed* throuGhPut Feed Method bLAdes

tW 
160Ph/(a)

22hp honda 
4 stroke

unleaded
Petrol

18 litres 
(4 gallons)

608kg
613kg(a)

2935mm
3475mm 1266mm 2108mm 152mm

(6”)*
up to 3.5 tonnes

per hour  
twin hydraulic rollers

c/w Auto Feed
Control

2 x 109mm (41⁄4”) 
double sided, 
fully hardened

tW 
230PAhb/(a)

37hp b&s
vanguard v-twin

petrol engine 
unleaded

Petrol
18 litres 

(4 gallons)
680kg 

717kg(a)
3248mm/3786mm

3383mm/3921mm(a) 1520mm 2213mm 160mm
(61⁄3”)*

up to 5 tonnes
per hour  

twin hydraulic rollers
c/w Auto Feed

Control

2 x 135mm (51⁄4”)
double sided, 
fully hardened

tW 
230PWhb/(a)

32.5hp kubota
WG972 petrol

engine 
unleaded

Petrol
18 litres 

(4 gallons)
726kg 

744kg(a)
3248mm/3786mm

3383mm/3921mm(a) 1520mm 2205mm 160mm
(61⁄3”)*

up to 5 tonnes
per hour  

twin hydraulic rollers
c/w Auto Feed

Control

2 x 135mm  (51⁄4”)
double sided, 
fully hardened

tW 
280Phb/(a)

kubota 57hp
WG1605 4 cyl. 
petrol engine

unleaded
Petrol

36 litres 
(7.9 gallons)

1193kg 
1252kg(a)

3330mm/3860mm
4076mm/4606mm(a) 1640mm 2370mm

2431mm(a) 
210mm
(81⁄4”)*

up to 6.5 tonnes
per hour  

twin hydraulic rollers
c/w Auto Feed

Control

2 x 158mm (61⁄4”) 
double sided, 
fully hardened

ModeL enGIne FueL tAnk CAPACItY WeIGht LenGth - tray up/down WIdth heIGht MAx. dIA. InFeed* throuGhPut Feed Method bLAdes

tW 
230vtr

35hp kubota
4-cylinder diesel 36 litres 

(7.9 gallons)
1280kg

(excl. winch)
2815mm
3550mm

812mm -
(1302mm with 

extended
tracks)

2218mm 160mm 
(61⁄3”)*

up to 5 tonnes 
per hour

twin hydraulic rollers 
c/w Auto Feed

Control

2 x 135mm (51⁄4”)
double sided, 
fully hardened

tW 
280tFtr

45hp kubota
4-cylinder turbo diesel 36 litres 

(7.9 gallons) 1650kg 2740mm
3300mm 1410mm 2320mm 210mm

(81⁄4”)*
over 6.5 tonnes

per hour
twin hydraulic rollers 

c/w Auto Feed
Control

2 x 158mm (61⁄4”)  
double sided, 
fully hardened

tW 
280tvGtr

45hp kubota
4-cylinder turbo diesel 36 litres 

(7.9 gallons)
2089kg

2152kg with winch
2880mm
3665mm

1480mm
(2010mm with 

extended tracks)

2455mm
(2850mm fully 

extended) 
210mm
(81⁄4”)*

over 6.5 tonnes
per hour

twin hydraulic rollers 
c/w Auto Feed

Control

2 x 158mm (61⁄4”)  
double sided, 
fully hardened

ModeL enGIne FueL tAnk CAPACItY WeIGht LenGth - tray up/down WIdth heIGht MAx. dIA. InFeed* throuGhPut Feed Method bLAdes

tW 
230dhb/(a)

35hp kubota
4-cylinder diesel 18 litres 

(4 gallons) 749kg 3285mm/3810mm
3520mm/4045mm (a) 1520mm 2220mm 160mm 

(61⁄3”)*
up to 5 tonnes

per hour  
twin hydraulic rollers

c/w Auto Feed
Control

2 x 135mm (51⁄4”)
double sided, 
fully hardened

tW 
280tdhb/(a)

45hp kubota
4-cylinder turbo diesel 36 litres 

(7.9 gallons)
1180kg

1240kg(a) 
3330mm/3860mm

4076mm/4606mm (a) 1640mm 2370mm 
2431mm(a) 

210mm
(8 1⁄4”)*

over 6.5 tonnes
per hour

twin hydraulic rollers
c/w Auto Feed

Control

2 x 158mm (61⁄4”)  
double sided, 
fully hardened

tW 
350dhb(t)/(a)

64hp hatz 
4-cylinder diesel 38 litres 

(8 gallons)
2270kg

2320kg(a) 
3420mm/4030mm

3655mm/4265mm (a) 2075mm 2675mm 230mm
(9”)*

up to 12 tonnes
per hour

twin hydraulic
rollers 

c/w Auto Feed
Control/Auto

reverse

4 x 180mm (7”) 
double sided, 
fully hardened

TRACKED HYDRAULIC CHIPPERS

ROAD TOWABLE PETROL HYDRAULIC CHIPPERS

ROAD TOWABLE DIESEL HYDRAULIC CHIPPERS



35

ModeL enGIne FueL tAnk CAPACItY WeIGht LenGth - tray up/down WIdth heIGht MAx. dIA. InFeed* throuGhPut Feed Method bLAdes

tW 
13/75G

13hp honda
4 stroke unleaded petrol 6.5 litres 

(1.4 gallons) 188kg
1565mm
(working)
815mm

(removed)
800mm 1600mm 75mm (3”) 0.75 tonnes 

per hour Positive blade feed 
1 x 177mm (7”) 
fully hardened

tW 
18/100G

18hp briggs & 
stratton 4 stroke unleaded petrol 8.5 litres 

(1.8 gallons) 375kg 2560mm
2910mm 1280mm 2065mm 100mm (4”) up to 1.5 tonnes 

per hour Positive blade feed 
2 x 177mm (7”) 
fully hardened

GRAVITY CHIPPERS

ModeL enGIne FueL tAnk CAPACItY WeIGht LenGth - tray up/down WIdth heIGht MAx. dIA. InFeed* throuGhPut Feed Method hAMMers

tW 
s426tdhb

45hp kubota
4-cylinder turbo diesel 33 litres 

(7.2 gallons) 1350kg 3600mm
4220mm 1506mm 2220 mm

426mm (16 3⁄4”) 
x

230mm (9”)*
up to 3 tonnes 

per hour 

hydraulic roller 
Auto Feed

Control/Auto
back off

18 single form 
replaceable 

hammers

tW 
s426tFtr

45hp kubota
4-cylinder turbo diesel 30 litres 

(6.5 gallons) 1840kg 3100mm
3775mm 1355mm 2500 mm

426mm (16 3⁄4”) 
x

230mm (9”)*
up to 3 tonnes 

per hour 

hydraulic roller 
Auto Feed

Control/Auto
back off

18 single form 
replaceable 

hammers

tW 
Pto/s426

80 - 115hp @ Pto
(1000rpm) n/A n/A 1260kg 2205mm

2795mm 1355mm 2420 mm
426mm (16 3⁄4”) 

x
230mm (9”)*

up to 3 tonnes 
per hour 

hydraulic roller 
Auto Feed

Control/Auto
back off

18 single form 
replaceable 

hammers

ModeL enGIne FueL tAnk CAPACItY WeIGht LenGth - tray up/down WIdth heIGht MAx. dIA. InFeed* throuGhPut Feed Method bLAdes

tW 
Pto/100G

18 - 40hp
@ Pto

(540rpm)
n/A n/A 268kg 1935mm

2460mm 1000mm 2050mm 100mm (4”) up to 1.5 tonnes 
per hour Positive blade feed 

2 x 177mm (7”)  
fully hardened

tW 
Pto/150h

25 - 60hp
@ Pto

(540rpm)
n/A n/A 400kg 1775mm

2880mm 1110mm 2035mm 152mm (6”) up to 4 tonnes 
per hour 

twin hydraulic  
rollers c/w
Auto Feed

Control

2 x 100mm (4”)  
fully hardened

PTO CHIPPERS

SHREDDERS
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